
Silver Birch 3D Design
Summer Term

Welcome to the summer Term!

I hope you are all well and have had as good a break as is possible under the circumstances?

This term, I would like to focus on building your skills and knowledge, we are going to focus on 

”3D Me”
I will ensure that each lesson will provide some options that you can choose from so that everyone 

can access the task, whatever materials you have at home.

MRs Smith



3D Me
Year 10 



Lesson 1: who am eye?
In this lesson you will begin to explore how you can create 

work that represents you and your identity through facial 

features.

Before you start, write down 10 things about you and your 

identity. They could be anything; hobbies, likes, dislike, 

physical traits, roles, attitudes, personality traits….here 

are mine… (who do you think it is?)

Teacher, mum, tall, arty, animal print, craftier, tea drinker, 
reader, lover of words, loves curries. 



Lesson 1: who am eye?
For the main task this week, I want you to start to record 

ideas that relate to you and your identity. Choose one of the 

following tasks. Each one will have a slide that follows to 

support your further:

Choice 1: Eye Collage Choice 2: Close up eye/ words Choice 3: Mindmap of your 

identity



Choice 1: Eye Collage
Use a range of paper materials to create a collage of an eye

Steps/ Options:

1. Start by sketching out an eye shape, or 
printing off a large picture of an eye 
that you can work on top of. You could 
do your own eye if you wish.

2. Tear or cut magazine, newspapers, 
wrapping paper etc.

3. You could include words from 
newspapers/ internet that relate to you 
identity (this might be hard to find, 
but could work well)

4. Stick collage down. You might want to 
use paint or pen to define details if 
you want them to stand out more.

who am 
eye?



Choice 1:Close up eye of words 
Use a pen or pencil to create a close up section of an eye out of your identity words

Steps/ Options:

1. Sketch out a close up section of 
an eye (Iris, pupil, highlight). 
You could print off a black and 
white image of one (very lightly) 
which you can write on top of.

2. Use a blue or black pen to add 
lots of identity words in 
different shapes and sizes and 
going in different directions.

3. Overlap the words so some areas 
are darker and some are lighter-
this will achieve tones.

who am 
eye?



Choice 1: identity mindmap 
Create an identity mind map 

Steps/ Options:

1. Write ‘My Identity’ in the middle 
(handwritten or digital)

2. Write as many words as you can think of 
that relate to who you are as an 
individual. Sometimes this is hard, so 
you could ask family members to help.

3. Start with basics like eye colour, 
likes, dislikes etc.

4. Go into more detail, if you have said 
you like music, add what sort, name of 
a band/ musician, if you play sport, 
which one? Etc.

5. You could add images or even just use 
images.

who am 
eye?



Lesson 1: who am eye?
● If you would like any more advice, please ask via school 

email

● Good luck!
PS. We will be drawing and making more eyes next, so start 

collecting images/ materials that you might be useful...


